
UCF Knights are known for their diverse tastes in music.  Two downtown venues provide more than 
enough live concerts for Knights taste in music in two very unique settings.  Firestone Live and The Social 
are downtown Orlando’s premier concert venues providing top tier entertainment to Knights. 
 
Firestone Live 
 
Firestone Live is Orlando’s oldest and largest downtown venue.  Formerly Club Firestone, the site was 
renovated two years ago and changed from a club format to a pure concert and private party venue.  
The name change reflects the new atmosphere Firestone Live is going for. 
 
“There’s really no comparison to any other venues,” said Tom Davis, the marketing manager for 
Firestone Live.  “If you like great live music, being downtown, and being in an intimate venue, then 
Firestone Live is for you.” 
 
Firestone Live has a capacity of 1,530 but still manages to keep an intimate setting by the design of the 
club.  For concertgoers, the stage is set up quite high, so no matter where you are in the venue you will 
have a great view of the band.   
 
The main concert hall features two full bars.  While the venue is large, if you want to get right up front 
for a big act it is a good idea to arrive early as lines are known to form before the doors open. 
 
“I grew up in Orlando and have been to all the venues countless times,” Travis Slavens said, a junior 
majoring in Digital media “I prefer Firestone because it is bigger than all the other venues.” 
 
“We are very multi-faceted as far as genres go,” Tom Davis said. 
 
Firestone Live has attracted multiple big names from many genres.  Whether it be Lil Wayne and Coolio 
for the hip-hop lovers, Dinosaur Jr. for the rockers, Passion Pit for indie fans, or bands like GWAR for the 
heavy metal monster in you, Firestone is likely to bring someone you like to town. 
 
This year Firestone Live is hosting the Vans Warped Tour for Orlando in the Firestone Amphitheater 
directly behind the main building.  The traveling punk and alternative rock fest features a slew of bands 
and will be taking place all day on July 25th.   
 
Weekly concerts take place every Friday and Sunday although there are other concerts and events that 
take place other nights and in the day.  There is also a Ladies Night every Thursday. 
 
“Firestone Live has become a destination,” said Tom Davis, “not just a drive-by.” 
 
If you want more info on Firestone Live and upcoming concerts head to firestonelive.net.  Tickets are 
sold through Ticketmaster as well as at the Firestone Live ticket office, with no service fees, directly 
behind the venue. 
 
The Social 
 
The Social is a very unique and intimate downtown venue.  Located right in the middle of downtown 
Orlando, the Social provides a small yet very personal concert for attendees.  Despite being small, the 
venue is renown nationwide and attracts many big name acts. 



 
“We regularly see national and internationally touring talent” said Laurin Fedora, the marketing manager 
of The Social. “Due to the intimate setting and layout of The Social, many bands enjoy playing the club 

when they might be better suited for a larger venue.” 

 
The setting itself is truly very intimate.  The stage is about waist level, so performers regular jump off, 

prance around, and interact with the crowd.   
 

“Even standing back by the bar, you're still only 20 feet away--on occasion, a singer will wander through 

the club and hop up on the bar for a song,” said Laurin Fedora. 
 

“It’s really small, so if you’re lucky enough to get a ticket you’re really close to the performances,” said 
Kortni Watkins, a senior M & M major.  “It has a great atmosphere.” 

 

The venue hosts many different genres of music including reggae, dub, hardcore, punk, rock, 
singer/songwriter and occasionally country.  Every Tuesday night The Social features resident hip-hop, 

acid jazz, house artists Phat-n-Jazzy. 
 

“The sound is arguably the best of any live music venue downtown,” said Fedora. 
 

Over the years, The Social has hosted many bands who now have too many fans for the venue, but these 

bands still come to Orlando because of their great experiences at The Social.  Too allow these bands to 
come The Social works with other venues in the Orlando area to make sure all fans get to see the act. 

 
“We take these acts to a number of other local venues including, the Plaza Theater, Hard Rock Live and 

House of Blues,” said Fedora. 

 
The Social is then able to bring back bands like alternative rockers The National (whose only Florida 

appearance is through The Social) and reggae sensations Slightly Stoopid. 
 

Due to the size of the venue, if Knights want to attend a show it is best to buy tickets early because 
shows frequently sell out.   

 

If you would like more info on The Social and upcoming concerts head to thesocial.org.  Tickets are sold 
through Ticketfly which features fewer fees than most other ticket agencies. 


